We examine the practice of joint training for neural network ensembles, in which a multi-branch architecture is trained via single loss. This approach has recently gained traction, with claims of greater accuracy per parameter along with increased parallelism. We introduce a family of novel loss functions generalizing multiple previously proposed approaches, with which we study theoretical and empirical properties of joint training. These losses interpolate smoothly between independent and joint training of predictors, demonstrating that joint training has several disadvantages not observed in prior work. However, with appropriate regularization via our proposed loss, the method shows new promise in resource limited scenarios and fault-tolerant systems, e.g., IoT and edge devices. Finally, we discuss how these results may have implications for general multi-branch architectures such as ResNeXt and Inception.
Introduction
Ensembles of neural networks are now common in the Deep Learning literature. It is well-known that ensembles often top the leaderboard of Kaggle competitions. A recent paper (Dutt et al., 2018a) proposed training ensemble architectures via a single loss function, and claims that it allows one to "significantly reduce the number of parameters" while maintaining accuracy. The idea of joint training of ensembles highlights the structural similarities between ensembles and multi-branch networks, illustrated in Figure 1 . As expected in the fast-moving literature, this architecture is already gaining traction, both as a component within new methods (Furlanello et al., 2018) and in applications (Anastasopoulos and Chiang, 2018) . We study a family of losses, Eq. (4), which smoothly interpolate between these two, highlighting the pros and cons of joint training.
There are however a number of open questions around this idea, most prominently, when & why does it work? When training an ensemble of predictors, the common folklore is that diversity of members is beneficial, hence the success of Random Forests and Bagging. In joint training, predictors and their parameters are coupled together, sharing a loss function-seemingly the opposite of diversity. This would suggest that the better strategy is independent training, but empirical results suggest otherwise. There is clearly a subtle relation between the concept of diversity in ensembles and that of joint training in multi-branch architectures, and our work aims to unpick this relation. Whilst we choose to focus on joint training in global multi-branch architectures (which can be viewed as ensembles, as in Figure 1 ), we believe this work has relevance for within-network branching.
Addressing the question of ensembles versus multi-branch architectures, Dutt et al. (2018a) explicitly claim their method is not an ensemble, because in joint training one has a single model made up of parallel branches, "similar in spirit to the residual block in ResNet and ResNeXt, . . . but is done at the full network level". Interestingly Xie et al. (2017) , also argue that "it is imprecise to view [ResNeXt] as ensembling, because the members to be aggregated are trained jointly". We introduce a family of modular loss functions, with a hyperparameter λ, that allow us to interpolate between independent (λ = 0) and joint (λ = 1) training. Our work generalizes both the independent and coupled ('FC') training methods of Dutt et al. (2018a) , and also generalizes an older method for regression ensembles, Negative Correlation Learning (NCL) (Liu and Yao, 1999) . We describe a distributed training procedure for our loss, and highlight two applications for partial evaluation of ensembles: it can be used to create robust ensembles and specialist sub-ensembles.
2 Background, Notation, and Terminology
Terminology: Modular Networks vs Ensembles
In this paper we consider two views of multi-branch architectures. Following Sharkey (1999) , we refer to these models as ensembles consisting of ensemble members if constituent parts are trained separately and are functionally redundant. Conversely, we call the model a modular neural network consisting of modules if the model is trained as a whole, with its parts interacting. In this paper we introduce a training procedure that interpolates between these extremes, and therefore we may use the terminology interchangeably, or to emphasize one view or the other.
Base Models for NEF-Distributed Targets
We assume a standard supervised learning scenario, with training set
For generality, we assume y is distributed according to a natural exponential family (NEF) whose parameters are some unknown function of input x, i.e., we assume a Generalized (non-)Linear Model. Formally, we assume that the target y, conditioned on x, follows a distribution:
The functions h and A are fixed by the choice of target distribution, e.g. fixed-variance Gaussian, Categorical, etc. The problem is to learn the unknown function η(x), i.e. the natural parameter of the target distribution as a function of the input. We approximate η(x) withη(x, θ), the (pre-activation) final layer of a neural network with parameters θ. We often write thisη(x), dropping the dependence on the parameters. We set the final layer activation function as the inverse of the canonical link function f for the relevant target distribution. See Table 1 for some example inverse link functions and log-normalizer functions. The output of a networkŷ(x) = f −1 (η(x)) is an estimate of the conditional mean of the target distribution. The negative log-likelihood (NLL) of the target value for a given example reduces to well-known loss functions, e.g. the Gaussian distribution gives squared loss, or a Categorical distribution gives the cross-entropy loss for classification.
Normalized Geometric Mean Ensemble Models
Suppose we have a set of M base models q(y |η j (x)). Our ensemble will be the normalized geometric mean,
where Z is a normalization term. I.e., the ensemble distribution is of the same type as the base models, and has as its natural parameter estimateη(x) the arithmetic mean of the estimates. The ensemble conditional mean estimate isȳ(x) = f −1 (η(x)), which is also a generalized f -mean of the outputsȳ(
, where f is again the canonical link function.
Concrete Examples
In the case of regression with Gaussian noise (assuming unit variance), the inverse link is the identity, and the ensemble conditional mean estimate is the arithmetic mean of the individual estimates of the ensemble members. This is common practice in combining regression predictors, and is used in NCL (Liu and Yao, 1999) . In classification with a Categorical target, the canonical inverse link is softmax, and the natural parameters of a model are its logits. The ensemble conditional mean estimate is a normalized geometric mean of the probabilities, or equivalently softmax of the arithmetic mean of the ensemble member logits. This is how predictions are combined in the coupled ('FC') method of Dutt et al. (2018a) .
Between Independent and Joint Training
In this section we describe a framework for training 'modular' architectures, which has explicit control of the degree of module interactions, and include as special cases both independent and joint training. This explicit control allows for a 'forensic' analysis of the joint training idea, analyzing how and why it works.
Modular Losses
Let H = {η j } M j=1 denote the set of natural parameter estimates, i.e. the final layer activation vectors from a set of M networks. We propose the following modular loss function:
where D is the KL-divergence, q j is short for q(y |η j (x)) andq for q(y |η(x)), and p is the data distribution. The modular loss in (4) is a convex combination of two extremes. At λ = 1 we minimize the NLL of the modular network, which is exactly the coupled ('FC') 2 method of Dutt et al. (2018a) . At λ = 0, we train each member of the ensemble independently (with learning rate scaled by 1/M ).
Our loss can be re-expressed in two alternative ways, which give some insight into its properties. By simply dividing through by the constant λ (if λ = 0), we have:
where γ =
(1−λ)
λ . When γ = 0, this is exactly the NLL of the jointly trained system, and as γ grows, the NLL is regularized by the individual member losses. Alternatively (4) can be rearranged to
This expression is in fact a parameterization of the ambiguity decomposition (Heskes, 1998; Krogh and Vedelsby, 1994; Hansen and Heskes, 2000) , which shows how the log likelihood of a product of experts decomposes into an average log likelihood, minus a target-independent interaction term. This interaction term-known as the 'Ambiguity'-is the source of the common mantra about ensembles: that they have better performance than the average member. As a parameterization of the ambiguity decomposition, the modular loss generalizes NCL-which can be motivated by the ambiguity decomposition for squared loss (Brown et al., 2005) -to targets following any natural exponential family. We conclude that the ambiguity form of the loss (6) sheds light on the relation between joint training and ensemble diversity. When λ = 1, (4) is trivially D(p q)-the full joint training method-and in the following section we rule out λ > 1. Therefore it can be seen from (6) that λ = 1 also maximizes the contribution of ambiguity term in the loss, which quantifies the 'diversity' of module predictions. The coefficient λ allows us to smoothly interpolate the training procedure, and may be interpreted as training an ensemble while encouraging diversity, or as training a single modular network with a regularization term that encourages each module to fit the data independently.
For a training example (x, y), each KL divergence term of (4) can be written, up to an irrelevant additive constant, as a negative log-likelihood, and so the loss can be written as
A useful property from the GLM framework is that ∂L λ /∂η j takes the same form for all target distributions:
An Upper Bound on λ
Here we show that the λ parameter should be bounded λ ≤ 1, as the loss surface displays pathological behaviour beyond this point. The NLL for a module with natural parameter estimateη may be written
whereÊ n [·] denotes expectation over the data distribution. For a set of natural parameter estimates
with arithmetic meanη, the modular loss may be written
Assumption 1. ∀µ ∈ R K there exists a sequence of natural parameter estimates
Theorem 1. Suppose that M ≥ 2 and that Assumption 1 holds, and fix λ > 1. There exists a sequence of sets of natural parameter estimates {H l } l∈N , where
with arithmetic meanη l , with modular loss
Now choose a sub-sequence (
This is always possible, by (11). We may construct H l by takingη
On the other hand, it follows from (12) that
and when λ > 1 we have lim l→∞ L λ (H) = −∞.
In other words, with λ > 1 we may achieve arbitrarily low modular loss while the ensemble NLL is arbitrarily large. Assumption 1 is trivially verified for the Gaussian, Categorical, and Poisson distribution.
Parallelized and Distributed Training
In this section we describe how the modular loss is particularly amenable to distributed implementations. If the modules share the same architecture, then matrix multiply and convolution operations of a modular network may be parallelized on a single device; a per-module dense matrix multiply may be replaced with a single batched matrix multiply, and a per-module convolution may be replaced by a grouped convolution-included in frameworks such as Caffe (Jia et al., 2014) and PyTorch (Paszke et al., 2017) , and natively in cuDNN (Chetlur et al., 2014) .
Training and inference with the modular loss can also be distributed across devices. The distributed procedure is provably identical to processing on a single machine; we omit a formal proof, but it is trivial by the observation that for any parameter θ in network j, we have that Distributed training works as follows. Each computational node performs a forward pass, computingη j , and sends it to an aggregation node. The aggregator computes the averageη and uses the appropriate inverse link to compute the predictionȳ. The aggregator sendsȳ to the computational nodes, which then do a backward pass starting from (8). For mini-batch of size B, and K classes, B × K values forȳ must be broadcast, independently of the size of the network. This communication overhead could be compared to a popular alternative to distributed training, data parallelization (Chu et al., 2006) . This requires that each node send the entire gradient matrices, with the communication overheads growing with the model size, and typically the speed-up is sub-linear beyond a dozen nodes (Keuper and Preundt, 2016) .
Experiments
We focus in this section on the modular loss in the domain of classification. For a summary of Negative Correlation Learning, which is a special case of the modular loss in the case of regression with Gaussian noise, see Chen et al. (2012) . In the following sections, we describe small scale MLP experiments on the Fashion-MNIST dataset, larger scale convolutional network experiments on CIFAR-10, and large scale DenseNet experiments on CIFAR-100. Code for the following experiments is provided at github.com/grey-area/modular-loss-experiments.
Small Scale MLPs on Fashion-MNIST
Dataset. The Fashion-MNIST dataset (Xiao et al., 2017) consists of 60,000 28 × 28 greyscale images of items of clothing, with 10 classes. We use the predefined train/test split, but hold out 10,000 of the training examples for early stopping. No data augmentation is applied, and we apply mean and standard deviation normalization. Training. Each model is trained with SGD, batch size 100. We evaluate λ values {0.0, 0.5, 0.8, 0.9, 0.95, 0.99, 1.0} over 5 trials of random train/validation splits and initializations. We tune the learning rate independently for each configuration and λ, and use momentum 0.9. We train for 200 epochs, before computing test error at the epoch where validation error was minimized.
Results. Figure 2 shows the average test error and standard errors for each configuration and λ value. Joint training (λ = 1) achieves a significantly lower error rate than independent training (λ = 0) for the 256-M-4-H configuration, with a large collection of very small neural networks. This effect is reduced as we move towards the 16-M-64-H configuration, with a smaller collection of larger neural networks. Additionally, there is a small rise in test error at λ = 1. The ensemble of 256 networks has comparable test error, at λ = 0.95, to the monolithic network of 1024 hidden nodes and has an equal number of parameters, but is much more parallelizable. This result is summarized in Table 2 . 10.3% Figure 3 shows, for the 256-M-4-H configuration-in which joint training strongly outperforms independent training-the ensemble cross entropy loss and the average of the cross entropy losses of the individual modules. There is a large rise in the average module loss between λ = 0.99 and λ = 1. This is unsurprising, as in joint training the losses of the individual modules are not targeted directly. This observation suggests that using λ slightly less than 1 during joint training may greatly increase the robustness of the ensemble to having modules removed during inference, which we explore in the following section. batch classification'-where a fixed time/computation budget is shared unevenly across examples that differ in importance or difficulty (Huang et al., 2018 )-and 'anytime prediction'-in which inference accuracy is improved with increased available resource (Grubb and Bagnell, 2012) . Figure 4 shows the effect of randomly dropping a given number of the 256 modules from the ensemble. Accuracy is averaged over 20 trials of random module removal for each training trial. Independent training (λ = 0) gives a highly robust ensemble, which, conversely, can be seen to be redundant; adding modules does not increase the test accuracy. Joint training (λ = 1) results in much higher test accuracy when the entire ensemble is used, but the ensemble is not at all robust. Using a slightly lower λ value (0.99) does not reduce the test accuracy when the whole ensemble is used, but gives a much more robust ensemble; its accuracy when ∼90% of modules are dropped is the same as the λ = 1 ensemble when ∼50% of modules are dropped. As established in Section 3, the modular loss is a generalization of the NCL method (Liu and Yao, 1999) , to targets following any natural exponential family distribution. It is interesting to note that Reeve et al. (2018) prove NCL has an equivalence with Dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014) on the final combining layer. It turns out this equivalence does not hold for the general modular loss, but we believe there is a qualitative similarity, deserving of investigation in future, which would explain the robustness property observed here.
Module Specialization. We have seen that lower λ values give more robust ensembles. In this section we show that ensembles trained with higher λ values, by virtue of the their model diversity, contain specialist sub-ensembles. Per-branch specialization during joint training of branching architectures has been observed in the literature (Krizhevsky et al., 2012) .
We take the 256-M-4-H configuration, trained on the Fashion-MNIST training set. We split the remainder of the dataset in half, as validation and test sets, and replace the 10 class problem with 10 binary one-vs-all Figure 5: We create 10 binary problems from the Fashion-MNIST dataset and evaluate the average F1 score of randomly selected sub-ensembles to the average score of per-problem specialist sub-ensembles. Higher λ values create model diversity, which can be leveraged to create better specialist sub-ensembles.
classification problems. We evaluate the expected F1 score on the test set averaged across these binary problems of a single module and a subset of 20 modules each chosen at random. We compare the average F1 scores of random sub-ensembles to specialists chosen using model selection on the validation set. For each of the binary sub-problems, we choose the module/subset of 20 modules that maximizes the F1 score on the validation set, and then evaluate on the test set. Since we cannot evaluate each of the ( As shown in Figure 5 , the gap in performance between a randomly chosen sub-ensemble and the selected specialist sub-ensembles grows with λ. This indicates the existence of sub-problem specialist modules with higher λ values, or at least the presence of model diversity that can be leveraged in order to build specialist sub-ensembles. As shown in Figure 5b , there are cases where increasing the λ parameter will decrease the performance of randomly chosen sub-ensembles (due to reduced robustness) while increasing the performance of specialist sub-ensembles.
Small Convolutional Networks on CIFAR-10
Dataset. The CIFAR-10 dataset (Krizhevsky, 2009 ) consists of 32 × 32 colour images with 10 balanced classes. We use the predefined train/test split, and hold out 10,000 of the training examples as a validation set for early stopping. We apply per-channel mean and standard deviation normalization, and apply the standard flip and crop data augmentation used for this dataset (see, e.g., He et al. (2016) ).
Architecture. We train ensembles of 10 CNNs with ReLU activations, with the number of filters doubling when the spatial resolution halves, in the style of VGG (Simonyan and Zisserman, 2014) . We apply global pooling before the final fully connected layer, in the style of MobileNets (Howard et al., 2017 ). The architecture is described in Table 3 . The ensemble has ∼2.8M parameters. Training. Each configuration is trained using SGD with a batch size of 100. We tune learning rates for each λ value, and use momentum parameter 0.9. We train for 400 epochs, before reporting the test error rate at the epoch at which validation error is minimized. We evaluate the λ values {0.0, 0.5, 0.8, 0.9, 0.95, 0.97, 0.99, 1.0} over 5 trials of random training/validation splits and parameter initializations.
Results. Figure 6 shows the average test error rate and standard errors for each λ value. As in Section 4.1, the error rate initially decreases with λ. However, unlike the MLP experiment, we see a sharp increase in error rate as λ approaches 1. We believe this is related to a 'module dominance' phenomenon that occurs in this experiment. Module Dominance. When training jointly (λ = 1), we might expect each module individually to achieve a high test error. However, we find that a single module achieves a relatively low error rate (∼0.43) on its own and the remainder of the modules make only small contributions to the ensemble predictions. Figure 7 shows the ensemble and module validation error rates over time for a single trial when training with λ = 1. Figure 8 shows some of the 3 × 3 filters in the first layer of these modules, showing a small number of strong filters when λ = 1. This effect was not observed in the regression case (Liu and Yao, 1999) arithmetic mean. For classification, the ensemble prediction is a normalized geometric mean. As a result, a single module closely fitting the data can arbitrarily reduce the ensemble error, explained by the well-known 'veto' effect in Products of Experts (Welling, 2007) . If such a module fits the data quickly, the ensemble error will drop, and the parameters of other modules can be prevented from moving far from their initial values. 
DenseNet Experiments
Dataset. CIFAR-100 (Krizhevsky, 2009) consists of 32 × 32 colour images with 100 classes. We use the predefined train and test examples, per-channel mean and standard deviation normalization, and the standard data augmentation.
Architectures. We train three configurations of ensembles of DenseNet-BC networks (Huang et al., 2017) . We train 4 modules with a depth of 100 and a growth rate of 12 (DN-100-12-4), which is a configuration used in Dutt et al. (2018a) . We also train ensembles of 8 and 16 smaller DenseNet modules, in each case designing the ensemble to fill the memory of an NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPU. We describe each configuration in Table 4 .
Our DenseNet implementation is based on Amos and Kolter (2017) . As described in Section 3.3, we use batched matrix multiplies and grouped convolutions to implement the ensemble as a single PyTorch model. Training. We use the training procedure described by Huang et al. (2017); Dutt et al. (2018a) . We use SGD with a batch size of 64, and initial learning rate of 0.1 decreased by a factor of 10 at epochs 150 and 225. We use a momentum value of 0.9. We evaluate the λ values {0.0, 0.5, 0.9, 1.0} over 3 trials of parameter initialization.
Results. Figure 9 shows the ensemble and module test error over time. With joint training (λ = 1), we again observe the module dominance effect, as a single module has significantly lower test error than the rest. The effect is reduced as the base architecture size decreases and the ensemble size increases. To further examine the effects of module dominance, we examine confusion matrices (see Figure 10 ) and the entropy of predicted class distributions, per module, averaged over the test set (Table 6 ). When λ = 0, strong leading diagonals in confusion matrices indicate that all modules achieve low error on all classes. With increasing λ, the diagonals become less pronounced, as modules specialize towards certain classes. At λ = 1 there is a sharp transition in behaviour, with vertical banding indicating that some modules are strongly biased to a small number of classes. Further insight is gained from measuring the entropy of the predicted class distributions across modules, summarized in Table 6 . At λ = 1, some modules have much lower entropy than when trained with λ = 0. However, we also see that some modules have much higher entropy, indicating that there are under-confident as well as over-confident modules. 
Conclusions
We have studied the idea of 'joint' training in neural network ensembles, unpicking the relation between ensembles and multi-branch architectures trained via a single loss. We find numerous interesting dynamics not previously observed, including modules dominating predictions and the existence of specialist sub-ensembles. We also find a general trend: if we use low-complexity modules, joint training performs well, but for larger architectures it becomes less effective. In the extreme of modules that are large, state-of-the-art CNNs, we find that independent training of ensemble members achieves the lowest test error rates. We also provide insight into the relation between joint training and ensemble diversity-showing that joint training can be expressed as a loss equally balancing individual member losses and their divergences from each other (Heskes, 1998) . Finally an unexpected benefit emerges, in that regularized joint training (i.e. our modular loss with λ < 1) seems well suited to creating fault-tolerant systems, robust to removal of modules, whilst retaining accuracy. This may have implications for partial evaluation in resource limited scenarios, e.g. IoT and edge devices on limited power budgets.
Here we have studied ensembles, i.e. 'global' multi-branch architectures where each branch is a separate network. In ongoing work we are extending the ideas of this paper to architectures with multiple branches within a single network, such as ResNeXt and Inception. In particular, we believe the robustness/partial evaluation results of Section 4.1 can be extended to such architectures, allowing inference-time trade-off between computation and model accuracy.
and that, if y is the one hot-encoded true label, the loss function that is effectively used is
= L LL .
This suffices to demonstrate that the 'LL' and 'SM' methods are equivalent to independent training up to a scaling of learning rate. We also provide code that empirically demonstrates the equivalence at github.com/grey-area/modular-loss-experiments.
